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knew that sameness, monotony, exact reduplication over
and over again would make this world the dullest point of
light in the whole universe'.1 Ajad Michurin believed
that the relative vigour of paternal and maternal parents
determined their influence on their offspring. The writings
of both Michurin and Burbank are part of the canon of
authority for the * new genetics \ From these authorities
Lysenko's school draws its faith in the importance of the
pragmatic test of utility, and its belief that the results of
hybridisation depend as much on nurture, the * conditions
of life *, as on the natures of the parents. Truth as revealed
by these authorities is not a matter for debate, and if the
results of experiments are inconsistent with the authorities,
so much the worse for the experiments.
The battery of authorities is supported by a battery of
heresies. Work may be condemned by Lysenko and his
disciples, not on any intrinsic weakness it may have, but
because it falls into one of several heresies. The chief
heresies are: any sort of idealism founded on the work of
Berkeley or Kant; any formalism founded on the work of
Mendel or Weismann; any work done under the influence
of capitalism (Lysenko's assistant, Prezent, talks about
' the enormous social-class significance of our controversy');
any work tainted with * theism * (that Mendel was a priest
is sufficient to discredit his experiments); * fascism ',
(/*£„, any theory which presupposes an innate heterogeneity
of people or plants is fascist); and finally * abiologism',
which is the application to biology of inappropriate tech-
niques, such as mathematics. When it was demonstrated
that the work of one of Lysenko's students was statistically
inconclusive, Lysenko's retort was * we biologists do not
want to submit to blind chance ... we maintain that
biological regularities do not resemble mathematical laws'.
And as to the familiar results of breeding experiments,
when characters such as flower colour appear in the off-
spring in the ratio three to one, Lysenko asks rhetorically,
1 Quoted by Hudson and Richens* foe. cit.> p. 13.

